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Abstract

This paper presents a hierarchical semantic ensem-
ble learning method applied in the context of multime-
dia autoannotation. In contrast to the standard multiple-
category classification setting that assumes independent,
non-overlapping and exhaustive set of categories, the pro-
posed approach models explicitly the hierarchical relation-
ships among target classes and estimates their relevance
to a query as a trade-off between the goodness of fit to a
given category description and its inherent uncertainty. The
promising results of the empirical evaluation confirm the vi-
ability of the proposed approach, validated in comparison
to several techniques of ensemble learning, as well as with
different type of baseline classifiers.

1. Introduction

One of the essential challenges in modern information
retrieval is to be able to deduce high-level semantics from
the low-level perceptual features of multimedia, which the
literature sources refer to as the semantic categorization,
keyword prediction, autoannotation or automatic linguistic
indexing task. The diversity in the problem terminology re-
flects the variety of contributions from numerous research
domains that have been proposed to date. For example, an
appealing idea of treating the visual feature data as another
language to translate semantic keywords to and from is de-
veloped with the aid of generative probabilistic models by
Barnard et al. [1, 2]. A family of methods [18, 20, 27],
related to the cross-language extension of the latent seman-
tic indexing (LSI) technique [5, 13], permit the retrieval of
multimedia semantics via low-level feature queries. Yet,
the majority of the other approaches consider the multime-
dia autoannotation problem in the multiple-category clas-
sification framework, where unseen documents must be
assigned to one or more predefined semantic categories.
In [8], for instance, the authors focus on improving several
popular ensemble schemes, such as OPC (one per class),

PWC (pair-wise coupling) and ECOC (error-correcting out-
put codes). The methods developed in [3, 14, 15] decom-
pose a multiple-category classification task into a collection
of binary clasification problems and propose ways of re-
combining effectively the individual predictions from clas-
sifiers as diverse as SVM, BPM, 2D-MHMM. The seman-
tic categories for these and many other classification-based
techniques are generally assumed to be independent, non-
overlapping and sufficient to cover all of the problem do-
main.

The approach presented in this paper is also formulated
as a classification-based method, but differs from the above
work in the important respect that the relationships among
the semantic categories derived from the individual key-
words of the annotation corpora are explicitly modeled in
Bayesian terms, leading to a more consistent autoannotation
performance. Furthermore, the proposed method broadens
the range of the derived annotation allowing to predict more
general notions or semantically-related keyword groups in
addition to individual keywords present in the training data
vocabulary. Another benefit of the proposed formulation is
that it gives an answer to such an important question as how
many keywords the system should predict and whether it is
reasonable to predict anything at all.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 presents the problem formulation focused on the au-
toannotation of digital images as a particular form of multi-
media documents, followed by an illustrative example of the
proposed method, given in Section 3. An overview of the
baseline classifiers used as basic building blocks of the hier-
archical ensemble, as well as the technique of fitting poste-
rior probabilities to their raw outputs are discussed in Sec-
tion 4. Section 5 details the adopted low-level image feature
representation, while the experimental results and conclud-
ing remarks are provided in Sections 6 and 7, respectively.

2. Problem formulation

We employ a hierarchical ensemble of binary classi-
fiers in order to perform semantic annotation of unseen im-
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Figure 1. Classifier hierarchy example. Shaded nodes denote �������
ages. Given a training set of annotated images �	��
���������������������! 

, where
���

and
�"�

represent the feature vector
of a given image and its associated set of keywords, respec-
tively, the concept hierarchy #$� � � � ��%� �! is defined by
all of the unique nouns comprising the annotation vocabu-
lary �&�(' ����) �"� and their hyponyms derived from Word-
Net [17]. Every concept ��� occupies a separate node in# , and is associated with a binary classifier *+� designed to
distinguish the set of leaf concepts subsumed (directly or
indirectly) by �,� , denoted as -/.0�,�21 , from all of the others.
An example of a hierarchy derived for a simple vocabulary� :
�
beach, flower, grass, mountain, rock, sky, tree

�
is shown

in Figure 1.

In order to perform the autoannotation of an unseen im-
age represented by a low-level feature vector

��3
, each con-

cept �,� is assessed as a potential candidate. Thus, the set
of possible annotations is no longer restricted to be � , as is
the case for the majority of other similar techniques. The
relevance of � � is seen as a trade-off between, on one hand,
how well the input data

� 3
fits the description of � � from

the classification accuracy point of view, and, on the other
hand, how specific or non-ambiguous the candidate set of
keywords -4.0� � 1 is. In our method, the first of these two
quantites is represented by the posterior probability of a
concept given the data, 5".0���76 �83 1 , while the second one is
estimated as the posterior probability of a concept given the
assumption that a particular keyword 9 from the set of all
homonyms of ��� is chosen correctly, denoted as 5".:����6 9;1 .

For a given concept ��� , the estimate of 5".:���76 �83 1 is de-
termined according to the following theorem, which is a
reformulation of a previously established result described
in [12]:

Theorem 1, (Kumar et al., 2002). The posterior proba-
bility 5".0�,�76 �83 1 for any input

��3
is the product of the pos-

terior probabilities of all the internal classifiers along a
unique path from the root node to � � , i.e.

5".:�,��6 ��3 1<�
= �?>@A�2B  C
D �FE 5".0� � DHG

 �� 6 �83,� � � D �� 1 � (1)

where I�.:�,�21 is the depth of ��� (the depth of the root con-

cept �  is J ), � � D �� is the concept at depth K on the path

from the root node to ��� , such that � � = �?>@A���� L �M� and

� �
E ��NL �  .
In order to ensure that (1) is applicable in the case of

classifiers with non-probabilistic outputs, such as SVM [4],
a sigmoid function is fit to the raw classifier output valuesO � , as described in detail in Section 4. As for 5".0����6 9;1 , the
Bayes theorem allows to express this quantity in terms of
statistics of the training data as shown in (2):

5".0� � 6 9;1<� 5".:9P6 � � 1�5".:� � 1Q
> @2RTS 5".:9U6 �,�21V5".:�,�W1

�
(2)

where 5".0�,�21 , a prior probability of concept ��� , is estimated
from the training data as:

5".0�M�21X�
Q
> RTY ��>@�� O[Z]\�^ �?
[� .:�_1Q
> Ra`

O[Z]\�^ �?
[� .:�_1
�

(3)

and 5".:9P6 �,�01 , the worst-case estimate of the probability of
choosing a correct annotation keyword 9 given the degree
of generality of concept ��� , is deduced from the homonym
set cardinality information derived from WordNet:

5".:9P6 �,�01M�cbed?f > RTY �?>[@g�
O[Z]\�^ �ghe��.:�_1O[Z]\�^ �ihe� .0� � 1 j (4)

In (3) and (4), the frequency of a given concept in the train-
ing data and the cardinality of the WordNet homonym set
are denoted as

O[Z]\�^ ��
� and
O[Z]\�^ �ih"� , respectively.
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(b) Goodness of fit �����	��
 ����
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(c) Specificity �����	��
 ���

Figure 2. Individual contributions of factors 5".0�,��6 �83 1 and 5".0�M��6 9;1
Finally, assuming that the likelihood of the input data

�]3
given �,� is not dependent on the correctness of a particular
choice of 9 from the homonym set of � � , we obtain the
following result:

5".:� � 6 � 3 � 9;1�� 5".:� � 6 � 3 1�5".:� � 6 9;1M��� � (5)

which essentially represents a means of comparison of dif-
ferent hypothesis concepts

� ��� � that takes into account both
the goodness of fit of the data

��3
to a given concept de-

scription and the concept’s inherent degree of uncertainty
or specificity. The next section illustrates these notions.

3. Illustrative example

Let us come back to the simplified 12-concept classifier
hierarchy given in Figure 1. To be able to observe the ef-
fect of each of the two factors contributing to the final es-
timate of the concept relevance, � , we plot separately the
computed values of 5".:� � 6 9;1 , Figure 2(c), and 5".:� � 6 � 3 1 ,
Figure 2(b)1 , for a sample test image query depicted in
Figure 2(a). As the diagrams show, there is a natural ten-
dency among the values of 5".:����6 ��3 1 to favor simpler, more
general concepts, such as object, due to the smaller number
of terms to be evaluated in product (1). Quite the oppo-
site trend is noticeable among the estimates of 5".:�+�76 9;1 that
tend to promote very specific, unambiguous concepts, such
as sky, taking into account their prior probabilities as well.
This very trade-off of “Goodness of fit vs. Specificity” is
captured by the concept relevance, � , leading to the results
listed in Table 1 that demonstrate a reasonable degree of co-

1One may note that ��������
 � � ������ as shown in the figure, contrary to
what (1) may imply. This is explained by our use of the global prior of the
root concept entity computed from overall WordNet statistics.

Table 1. Candidate concepts ranked by rele-
vance

Rank � �"!$#&%'� .:� � 1 Concept � �
1 ( j

)* ��+ = tree
2 , j

)&- � % = sky
3 . j

)/) �10 = vascular plant
4 2 j .

) ��3 = grass
5

*54
j
-$) ��6 = flower

6 798 j :; <>=
= entity

7
* , j .?, ��@ = object

8
* 2 j
)?4 ��A = natural object

9
49*
j J J ��B = rock

10
)$)
j C
4 �  WE = geological formation

11 ($( j 2?, �  % = mountain
12 ( - j C ( �  � = beach

herence between the top ranking concepts � � and the true
keywords of the query

� 3 � �
flowers, path, grass, trees

�
.

Another important property of the proposed method that
the figures from Table 1 help highlight is its ability to deter-
mine exactly how many of the top-ranked concepts should
be predicted. Many existing approaches [1, 2, 18] resolve
this issue by specifying a tunable “refuse-to-predict” param-
eter that regulates the propensity of image regions to emit
concepts or, as some other techniques, by simply consider-
ing a fixed number of top-ranked entries. In our case, the
relevance of the root node, �  �D�[.0�  1 , provides a natu-
ral threshold that determines the number of candidate an-
notation concepts to be selected. An intuitive interpretation
of the negative logarithm of this quantity comes from the



minimum message length (MML) principle of information
theory [26], which interprets � � !/#?%'�  as the null-model
hypothesis test that corresponds to transmitting all the data,
since the root concept subsumes all of the other concepts,
as is. According to the MML principle, any hypothesis that
cannot better the null-model is not acceptable. In our ex-
ample, this assertion makes us discard all of the candidate
concepts ranked 6 or worse (see Table 1).

4. Probabilistic outputs for baseline classifiers

Having discussed the general formulation of the pro-
posed method, we now turn our attention to the basic build-
ing blocks of the ensemble, namely, the individual binary
classifiers. The main criteria for selecting baseline clas-
sifiers *,� for each candidate concept ��� were superior-
ity in performance and suitability for the task. Thus, we
chose two main types of classifiers: support vector ma-
chines [4, 24] due to their exceptional performance record
and a great degree of flexibility with various types of
kernels, and the recently developed transformational ap-
proach of distance-based discriminant analysis [10, 11] that
demonstrated very competitive results specifically on the
problem of visual object categorization.

The first of the two techniques, support vector machines
(SVM), produces an uncalibrated output defined as:O . � 1X� � . � 1���� � (6)

where � . � 1<� �
�	� ��
)� 9P. � � � � 1 (7)

lies in a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) � in-
duced by a kernel 9 [25]. Training an SVM minimizes an
approximation to the training misclassification rate plus a
penalty term corresponding to the norm of

�
in the RHKS:

� �
� .
* � � � O �:1 G � *4 6?6 � 6�6  (8)

where
O �U� O . � �21 , which also corresponds to the minimiza-

tion of a bound on the test misclassification rate [24]. The
classification decision is made based on the sign of the raw
output

O . � 1 .
The other method, distance-based discriminant analysis

(DDA), finds a data transformation � ������� � as a solution
to the problem of minimization of the following criterion:

� .��/1X�
�� %��C
����� �"!�# h�$� .��/1&%(')

*+ ��, + ��-/.�0
�� % �C
� �! 

%�1C� �! #32�$� .�� 1 ')
.+ � + 1 �

(9)

where the numerator and denominator of (9) represent the
geometric means of the within- and between-class dis-
tances, and � .&4 1 denotes a Huber robust estimation func-
tion [9]. The main advantages of the approach are its non-
parametric nature, asymmetric class treatment specifically
tailored for unbalanced data sets and the ability to select
the dimensionality of the target space automatically. When
using DDA, the classification decision is made based on
the class label of the nearest neighbor in the � -transformed
space.

An important fact that becomes evident even from the
above succint overview of the SVM and DDA methods is
that neither of the two techniques produces a probabilistic
output, as required by (1). It is therefore necessary to fit
posterior probabilities to the raw outputs of the classifiers,
which is done by implementing the approach from [19]
briefly introduced below.

Considering a posterior probability of a given concept �
out of its hierarchical context to simplify the notation, we
may obtain the following expression via the Bayes theorem:

5".:�"6 O 1X� 5 . O 6 �_1V5".:�_15 . O 6 �_1V5".:�_16� 5 . O 6 �_1V5". � 1 � (10)

where
O � O . � 3 1 is the raw output of the classifier given

query
� 3

, which for SVM is defined by (6) whereas for
DDA it is a signed nearest neighbor distance, 5".:�_1 and5". �_1 are prior probabilities of � and its complement,5 . O 6 �_1 and 5 . O 6 �_1 are the corresponding class-conditional
densities. Assuming exponential behavior of the class-
conditional densities, (10) simplifies to a parametrized sig-
moid function:

5".:�"6 O 1<� *
* �87(9;:!.�< O ��= 1;j (11)

The parameters < and = of (11) are fit using maximum
likelihood estimation from a training data set . O � �&> � 1 , where> � is a concept membership indicator such that

> � � * for � ,
and zero otherwise. The problem of finding < and = thus
becomes that of minimizing the negative log-likelihood of
the training data:

bed�f?�@ 2 �
�
�
> � �"!$# . 5 � 1�� . * � > � 1?� !/#. * � 5 � 1 � (12)

where 5 �U� *
* �A7B9C:U.�< O � ��= 1 j (13)

In order to solve (12) in a robust fashion, the model-trust
algorithm [7] suggested by the author is used.

Figure 3 shows an example of applying this posterior
probability fitting technique to the output values of a Gaus-
sian kernel SVM classifier for the leaf concept trees. Fig-
ure 3(a) plots the histograms of class-conditional densities
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Figure 3. Posterior probability fit for concept “trees”

derived from tenfold cross-validation, while Figure 3(b)
demonstrates the fit of the sigmoid function (11) to the
posterior probabilities computed from the class-conditional
densities via Bayes’ rule.

5. Low-level feature representation

As mentioned earlier, the baseline classifiers operate on
both query

� 3
and training set images

� �
represented by

low-level feature vectors. This representation, extracted by
the Viper system [22], comprises a subset of features cor-
responding to global color properties of an image that are
concatenated with two-dimensional Gabor filter responses
describing texture.

Viper uses a palette of 166 colors, derived by uniformly
quantizing the cylindrical HSV color space into 18 hues, 3
saturations, and 3 values. These are augmented by 4 gray
levels. This choice of quantization means that more tol-
erance is given to changes in saturation and value, which
is desirable since these channels can be affected by light-
ing conditions and viewpoint. The choice of the HSV color
space is due to its perceptual uniformity and a relatively low
complexity of computation and inversion in comparison to
such alternatives as CIE-LUV and CIE-LAB [21].

As for the texture features, we employ a bank of real,
circularly symmetric Gabor filters, defined in the spatial do-
main by:

O � � .�� � � 1 � *
4���� %� \ B � *��
	 **�� *�� !�� � 4�� .�� E  � � !���� ���� E  � � d�f � � 1�� � (14)

where � indexes the scales of the filters, and � their ori-
entations. The center frequency of the filter is specified by� E  . The half-peak radial bandwidth is given by:

=��4� � !/# % � 4���� � � E  � � 4 � f 44���� � � E  �!� 4 � f 4#" �
(15)

where = � is chosen to be
*
, i.e. a bandwidth of one octave,

which then allows us to compute
� � :� � � C � 4 � f 44�� � E  j (16)

The highest center frequency is � E . � E%$ A G#&�'�( �  *) @ �,+ J j ( , so
that it is within the discrete frequency domain. The center
frequency is halved at each change of scale, which implies
that
�

is doubled (16). The orientation of the filters varies
in steps of

�.- )
, and three scales are used. These choices

result in a bank of 12 filters, which renders appropriate cov-
erage of the frequency domain with little overlap between
the filters. Given the 10 band energy quantization, this de-
sign provides 120 global texture characteristics of the im-
age. Combining this information with the color data, we
obtain a common 286-dimensional feature vector represen-
tation for every image.

6. Experimental Results

In our experiments we have used data from two separate
image collections for training and testing in an attempt to
ensure collection-independent learning. The training data
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(b) Precision

Figure 4. Performance indicators on test data vocabulary

was derived from the Washington University annotated im-
age collection [16] with about 600 images, while the test-
ing data constituted a 254 image subset, New Zealand and
Ireland sections, from Corel image database. The visual in-
formation for each training image was represented by 286-
dimensional feature vector as described in the previous sec-
tion. Annotation keywords appearing only once were elim-
inated from the target vocaublary � , from which a hierar-
chical ensemble of 60 concepts was constructed.

In order to be able to judge the performance of the
presented method in terms of the traditional precision and
recall indicators, we have adopted the following strategy.
Whenever a non-leaf concept, � � -�&� , is predicted, it is
evaluated as a union of its underlying keywords, -4.0� � 1 ,
thus bridging the vocabulary gap between the derived con-
cepts, e.g. [vessel, watercraft], and the actual training data,
e.g. boat, sailboat, ferryboat, rowboat, at the expense of
precision. Using the DDA baseline classifiers [10, 11] for
each concept �,� �&# , the following precision and recall
results on the test set vocabulary were obtained (see Fig-
ure 4). As seen from the figure, the naturally high recall re-
sults boosted by keyword group retrieval, Figure 4(a) do not
necessarily correspond to high frequency common concepts
emphasizing the importance of the concept co-occurrence
factors, while the significantly lower precision values for
complex concepts, such as church, fence, boat, Figure 4(b),
indicate that these words are much more often retrieved as
a group of semantically-related keywords, rather than indi-
vidually.

An illustration of the automatically derived annotation
is provided in Figure 5, showing examples occurrences of
out-of-vocabulary words being replaced by a visually sim-

ilar common concepts � � � � (top-right image, castle
� rock), members of the vocaulary being predicted as se-
mantically relevant, but more common (and therefore, more
likely) concepts � � (top-left, buildings � construction), as
well as other typical predictions.

In addition to the above experiments, we have compared
the presented method to several popular classifier ensem-
ble techniques, such as OPC, or one-against-all strategy,
and Max Wins algorithms [6] that combined SVM baseline
classifiers. As shown in Table 2, the proposed hierarchi-

Table 2. Classifier ensemble performance re-
stricted to top 5 keywords

Ensemble Baseline % Recall % Precision
classifier

Empirical none 16.13 5.04
Max Wins SVM, polyn. 8.14 3.83
Max Wins SVM, gauss. 10.61 4.47
OPC SVM, polyn. 20.31 7.85
OPC SVM, gauss. 21.27 10.19
HSE DDA 21.22 10.20
HSE+S DDA 28.42 26.88

cal semantic ensemble (HSE) approach achieved better re-
sults despite the fact that only a fixed number of top-ranked
singleton concepts was allowed to be predicted, which was
done in order to ensure equal conditions for all of the meth-
ods, most of which have no means of determining exactly
the number of concepts in the derived annotation. The first



True annotation:
sky, street, buildings, town
Autoannotation:
sky, construction, natural object, artefact

True annotation:
sky, castle, water, tree
Autoannotation:
sky, rock, tree

True annotation:
cows, road, trees, grass
Autoannotation:
bush, tree, grass, vascular plant, woody plant,
organism

True annotation:
sky, water, mountain, trees,
Autoannotation:
sky, water, geological formation, natural object,
artefact

Figure 5. Autoannotation of test images

row of Table 2 represents the reference point performance
attained by sampling concepts according to their empiri-
cal distribution in the training data annotation, i.e. picking
word tree first, since it is most likely to occur, then sky, and
so on, whereas the last row shows an improvement in per-
formance of the presented HSE method when one considers
sibling concepts2 the same, e.g. sailboat and boat.

We also examined the performance of various types of
binary SVM techniques as baseline classifiers in the pro-
posed HSE framework, as illustrated in Table 3. The results
of these studies have confirmed earlier findings [23] stating
that state-of-the-art individual classifiers do not necessar-
ily always lead to a better performance in ensembles, while
the inadequate results for the Max Wins technique, the only
scheme to be using raw classifier outputs, emphasize the im-
portance of the role of fitted posterior probabilities in clas-
sification ensembles.

2Concept � is considered a sibling of concept � if �
�������	��
 � � �

�
���������
 � � .

Table 3. HSE performance with respect to the
choice of baseline classifier

Baseline classifier % Recall % Precision
SVM, linear 18.12 5.28
SVM, polynomial 18.34 5.67
SVM, gaussian 18.62 6.05
DDA 21.22 10.20

7. Conclusion

We have presented a hierarchical ensemble learning
method applied in the context of multimedia autoannota-
tion. In contrast to the standard multiple-category classi-
fication setting that assumes independent, non-overlapping
and exhaustive set of categories, the proposed approach
models explicitly the hierarchical relationships among tar-
get classes using WordNet, and estimates their relevance to



a query as a trade-off between the goodness of fit to a given
category description and its inherent uncertainty. The lat-
ter aspect, formulated in Bayesian terms, brings an addi-
tional benefit of allowing to determine exactly the number
of categories to be predicted. The promising results of the
empirical evaluation confirm the viability of the proposed
approach, validated in comparison to several techniques of
ensemble learning, as well as with different type of baseline
classifiers.

In perspective, we plan to explore the problem of estab-
lishing correspondence between individual annotation key-
words and low-level feature descriptors, and improve the
proposed approach my taking advantage of the meaningful
structure of the resulting hierarchical classification ensem-
ble in order to incorporate relevance feedback from the user.
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